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Présentation
Between invention and tradition, Dysart Création tells great stories through 
pieces of furniture.
Dysart Création is a story of passion and desire. Dysart Création aspires to create 
an outstanding pieces of furniture, aiming for excellence.. Our desire is to express 
fielings and sensation, by exchanging views with our customers .

Taught by a renowned company of cabinet making, and a company of luxury joinery, I have 
been working on major projects for famous french brands and luxury hotels in Paris. Nowa-
days, Dysart Création offers a unique expertise. Bringing a new eye on contemporary design, 
we offert a minimalist editorial line, inherited  from modernism and scandinavian styles. 
Thanks to our know-hows, we able to offer our customers a large variety of techniques,  from 
wood to metal, stone, glass and leather.
Highly experienced in project management, we gather skilled professionals in order to deli-
ver high quality complex  projects.

Dysart Création offers :

Furniture creation and realisation furniture

Residentiel design

Contact details:
Romain LECLER
0781579936
Dysartcreation@gmail.com
http://dysartcreation.wixsite.com/2016/
https://www.facebook.com/dysartcreation/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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Espérance

The screen Espérance is folded, made of three sections. It is produced with a cold metallic, and 
a sheet metalwork effect.
This dressing-screen has  been created to receive plants. So it becomes the base for a nice vege-
table colonisation of your home.

Presentation

Complementary information :
Cold metallic made of aluminium, steel and black painted epoxy.
Custumize paint

Lenght : 2430 mm
Width : 780 mm
Height : 2000 mm

Size

Price: 2100 € H.t
+ transport
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Eminence

Eminence is a buffet, edited in the same ligne than the  screen Espérance.
Inspired by Royan’s beautiful mountains, it is veneered with black oak,  and a cold me-
tallic with a lighting marble top.

Presentation

Complementary information :

Size

One door and two drawers.
Backlighted marble
Option: Mini-bar

Lenght : 1640 mm
Width : 600 mm
Height: 750 mm

Price: On request
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Origine 

Cofee table made of black glass, oak, black painting and rattan.
Complementary information :

Size

Lenght : 1200 mm
Widht : 650 mm
Height : 450 mm Price: 2520 € H.T

+ delivery

Origine is a piece of furniture that makes people gather.  Sharing and emotions are motors 
for our creativity.
Our table invits every generations to share memories and emotions. Like a cocoon in your 
house, it brings together materials of yesterday and today.

Presentation
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Hanging desk Roman is composed of intertwined forms, symbolising roman churches, 
powerfool ans strong. It is realised with leather and oak, as a reminder of the materials 
that were used at that time. We can see steel forged neels and large black chains, as a 
testimony to the famous hinges of this time.

Presentation

Complementary information :

Size
Lenght : 1120 mm
Widht : 450 mm
Height : 120 mm

Price: 1950€
+ delivery

Two drawers and one shelve behind top.
Made of oak, steel et leather.

This piece of furniture is an homage to the past. The goal is to get a new eye and bring our 
heritage in modernity. It is through studies and homages to the history of ancient furniture’s 
styles that creators get to know them. At all times, creators get inspired by their fathers to 
paid hommage to them.

EMPRISE : HOMMAGE ROMAN
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Dysart Creation brings together tradition and innovation, changing my work for new perspec-
tives. I designed a piece of furniture that symbolises the convergence of tradition and innova-
tion. 
The gothic period is of first importance in Europe and especially in France, where it brang a 
new aesthetic, fited constructions and new building technics.

Presentation

Complementary information :

Size 

Table
Diameter : 860 mm
Height: 750 mm 

Armchair
Lenght: 500 mm
Widht: 500 mm
Height: 850 mm
Seat height : 470 mm

Price of the table : 5780 € H.T
Price of  the table plus its 2 armchairs : 
15470 € HT
+ delivery

Made of oak, glass, corian and leather.

FLAMBOYANTE : HOMMAGE GOTHIQUE
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Révélation

Presentation

This piece of furniture plays with the constraints bound by our material life style, I offer an 
object that adapts itself to your moods rather than establish itself on a pre-determined use.
It is composed of many parts, one in lycra, so it can adapt to the form of the objects you want 
to leave inside, an other one in stone leef, and a last one in ebony.
Designed for your entrance, or a room of transition between the inside and the outside.

Complementary information :

Size
Lenght: 1200 mm 
Widht: 400 mm 
Height: 950 mm

Price  : On request

Made of three boxes supported by a black steel structure
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Eveil

Presentation

Eveil aims to break the table bedside codes to offer a new eye than standard tables.
It suggests a new kind of relation between the table and its users, surprising them when it reveals its 
mecanisms. The capacitive captor lock invits the users, by a simple caress, to discover its secrets. Eveil 
is a bedside table with a minimalist design, ingenuous, shaped for the hand.

Complementary information :

Size
Lenght 470 mm
Widht: 105 mm
Height: 270 mm

Price  U : 1845 €
Price for twin : 2940 €
+ delivery

With capacitive captor or RFID
Automate penning 
One case for book and one for small objects
Customizable
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Gainerie 91

Gainerie 91 is a project borned from the cooperation between Dysart Création and the 
young talented designer Marion Fraudeau.
Our duet answered a project of the brand Gainerie 91.
We presented this luxury case designed for a wacth. It tends to revisit luxury codes.

Presentation

Complementary information :

Size
Lenght: 130 mm
Widht: 110 mm
Height: 90 mm

Price : On request

This box is made out of ebony, cardboard, leather 
and brass for lock. 
Customizable depending on the watch
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Elixir

Presentation
This liqueur suitcase is like a safe chest protection that hides its contents.
It closes with a butterfly lock, so it opens like a butterfly. It is made of brass with a precious 
wooding belt . On opening, the gilding inside show up its contents.

Complementary information :

Size

Lenght: 450 mm
Widht: 400 mm
Height: 600 mm

Price : On request

Projet en cours de développement.
Éclairage et dorure à la feuille à l’intérieur
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Luminaries

Dysart Création presents you a collection of lights made out of shagreen. Through a 
process applied on this shark leather, the light shines through all the little pearls of 
this elegant material. Through these magic lightings, Dysart Création invites you to a 
dreaming journey.

Price : On request
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Residentiel design

Layout made of strat oak and mahogagny. Curved surface.

Dysart Création offers a large variety of creations and making layout for your 
interiors.

Presentation

Price : On request


